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Government Seeks Closer Engagement with Latin
American Nations

In a clear shift in its policy towards Latin American nations, the
government now proposes more frequent political and economic
engagement with smaller countries of the region to widen its
influence and expand investment opportunities.
click on the title to read more

Samba wi th an
Indi an Tadka
March 2017 São Paulo
street carnival came to life,
grooving to the beats of
Sambra (Samba+Bhangra).
For the first time, the Indian
community actively took
part in a Brazilian carnival
bringing the warmth of
Punjab to the streets of São
Paulo.
click on the title to read more

‘African Youth’ – For
the Future is i n their
Hands

Is democracy the desired
form of governance for Africa?
Is democracy the only way
forward? CALACS-organised
panel ‘Raising Youth for
Sustainable
African
Democracy’ at the Youth
Leadership Summit engaged
members of the Association of
African Students in India and
students and professors from
Indian Universities.
click on the title to read more

Th e Impact and Role
of Media on Foreign
Policy
From being a part of the
South
African
general
elections to witnessing the
UN Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro, Raj Chengappa,
Editorial Director India
Today Group, engaged with
JGU faculty and students on
foreign policy and the role
of media in shaping it.

Th e West and the
Rest

An
expert
in
Indian
Development Cooperation, Dr.
Emma Mawdsley, of the
University of Cambridge,
spoke to JGU faculty and
students on breaking down
binaries
in
development
cooperation and the role of
the rest in the West.

click on the title to read more

click on the title to read more

#Women’s Day

#BeBoldForChange #SheInspiresMe #SheLeadsIndia #WomensDay
– amongst these hashtags, International Women’s Day, 2017, also
saw the use of hashtags such as #NiUnaMenos #ForaTemer and
#StopSexistViolence. We today are in need of realising the true
meaning behind – #WeAreEqual.
click on the title to read more

Upcoming Events
The Future of Indian
Development Cooperation
O. P. Jindal Global UniversityAsia Foundation Project
Inception Workshop
March 27, 10am to 4pm
O. P. Jindal Global University
Anand Niketan Campus, Delhi
read more
El Salvador
Investmen t Summit 2017
March 28 – 30, 2017
San Salvador, El Salvador
read more
14th Technology
Executive Committee
(TEC) Meeting
Presenting "South-South and
triangular cooperation on
technologies for adaptation"
March 30, at 7.30pm
Live stream
Human Rights for All
CALACS opening panel at
Jindal Global University Model
United Nations 2017
March 31, 2pm to 3.30pm
O. P. Jindal Global University
Civil Society Dialogue on
the New Development
Bank
31 March, from 10am to 2pm
Vasudha Foundation, Delhi
New Development Bank
Annual Meeting
March 31 – April 2, 2017
New Delhi, India
read more

Government Seeks Closer Engagement with Latin American Nations
In a clear shift in its policy towards Latin American nations, the government now proposes more frequent political
and economic engagement with smaller countries of the region to widen its influence and expand investment
opportunities.
By: Huma Siddiqui | New Delhi | Published: March 14, 2017 4:39 AM Financial Express

India’s engagement has so far largely
concentrated on the big countries of the region,
including Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Argentina and
Peru.
In a clear shift in its policy towards Latin
American (LatAm) nations, the government now
proposes more frequent political and economic
engagement with smaller countries of the region
to widen its influence and expand investment
opportunities.
A
large
delegation
comprising
senior
government officials and business leaders will be
heading to El Salvador later this month to participate in an investor summit that will bring together businesses from
across the globe. The summit is slated to be held in San Salvador from March 28-30.
The government plans to use this event not only to seek new investment opportunity for Indian companies, but also
for building ground for a more lasting and stronger political relationship with the central American country. A similar
engagement is also proposed later with Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, Panama, Costa Rica, Belize and Bolivia.
Talking to FE, minister of state for external affairs VK Singh said, “We need to look at the LatAm region more deeply.
Groupings such as the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) and Central American Integration
System (SICA) are very important. And we must utilise our goodwill so that our influence increases in the region.”
“Each country has got certain strengths and it is up to us to tap them. Indian businesses should go to these countries
and invest. Let’s look at the future,” the minister said in reply to a question about the coming investor summit in El
Salvador.
“The initiative is organised by the Export and Investment Promotion Agency, PROESA, with the support of the InterAmerican Development Bank and the ministry of foreign affairs, among other important collaborators,” Jose Felix
Ulloa Alvarenga, chargé d’affaires, embassy of El Salvador to India, told FE.
“The summit will launch a country brand presentation and hold a conference with various high-level panel
discussions to underscore the competitive advantages to choose El Salvador as a sound investment destination,” the
envoy said.
India’s engagement has so far largely concentrated on the big countries of the region including Brazil, Colombia,
Chile, Argentina and Peru. Investment flow has also been concentrated in larger economies. But it is now felt that
bringing smaller countries to the fold would also be important, as it would help India gain their support on issues of
interest in various international fora.
Also, some of these countries have rich natural resources that could become an area of cooperation for mutual gain.

The investor summit will target presidents, directors and CEOs of national and international companies for fostering
trade and diversification with the aim to promote exchange of products and services with added value.
Among the target audience in the Asia Pacific region, India becomes of particular relevance and interest as it has
emerged as the fastest-growing large economy in the world. The central American nation is seeking investments
from India in manufacturing and services, specifically in the areas of textiles and apparel, offshore business services,
energy, tourism, aeronautics, and light manufacturing.
Indian companies such as Aditya Birla Group, UPL, Glenmark Pharmaceuticals and Hero MotoCorp already have a
presence in the region.

Samba with an Indian Tadka

When samba meets bhangra beats, we get the merging of two vibrant cultures – Indian and Brazilian. For the
first time ever, the Street Carnival in São Paulo danced to Bollywood numbers and the beats of bhangra mixed
with the Brazillian samba. Cherateria band from the University of São Paulo learnt the teen taal just for the
occassion.
Conceived by Shobhan Saxena and Florencia Costa, an Indian-Brazilian journalist couple based in São Paulo, the
event became a success with the involvement of Indian businessmen such as Guchi Kukreja, Biju Nair, Ajay
Vettackal and the role of Iara Ananda, a classical dance teacher, and Shelly Bhoil, an award winning poetess
from India.
Carnival in São Paulo is a week-long affair with street parties that cater to all. This year the warmth of the
Punjabi bhangra made its way to Brazil as the seamless fusion of two different cultures added to the vibrancy of
the festival. The kaleidoscopic colors of Punjab brightened the streets and dancers swirled from ‘dhumka’ to
‘samba’.
The Indian Samba fusion, also being called ‘Sambra’ (Samba+Bhangra) feels like the meeting of kindred souls
and is likely to become a fixture of the event in the coming years. This is the first time the Indian community
has actively taken part in a Brazilian carnival, adding to the identity of the Indian diaspora in Brazil.
Culture plays a pivotal role in connecting two regions, miles apart, as it transcends divides and breaks down
borders. The Street Carnival of Sao Paulo did just this, as the Indian Dhol and Bhangra gave a new beat to the
hearts of São Paulo.

‘African Youth’ – For the Future is in their Hands
Amidst a vibrant multicultural audience at the O.P. Jindal Global University (JGU)- Association of African Students in
India (AASI) Youth Leadership Summit, the Centre for African, Latin American and Caribbean Studies hosted its firstever panel discussion on ‘Raising Youth for Sustainable African Democracy’ on February 25, 2017 at JGU. The event
successfully saw the participation of over 70 students and scholars from JGU and universities across India.
The panel was moderated by our very
own, Dionisio Missomal (Research
Assistant, CALACS, Jindal School of
International Affairs (JSIA), JGU), with
panellists - Professor Suresh Kumar (Head
of Department of African Studies, Delhi
University), Mr. Presidoe Okuguni
(Student from Nigeria, Bachelors in Cyber
Security, Stratford University Public
Relations Coordinator, AASI), Mr. Derio
Anselmo Chirin (Doctoral Research
Fellow, JSIA, JGU) and Mr. Evans O.
Alloyce (Student from Kenya, Dr. Bhim
Rao Ambedkar University).
The session began with Professor Suresh
Kumar engaging us with information on
youth parliamentarians from Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda. Where the Youth have stood up, to realize the dreams
of their fellow men and move towards a unique African-style democracy. African countries, like India, have a high
demographic dividend that can transform the region to ensure real and sustainable eco-political prosperity.
It was through the voices of Presidoe Okuguni,
Derio Anselmo Chirin and Evans Alloyce that
we heard what an African Democracy means.
Mr. Presidoe touched us with a beautiful
anecdote of a 13-year-old boy, Patrick, from a
refugee camp in Uganda, who decided to work
and provide for the education of over 300
children at the camp. It was in this anecdote
that the premise of a ‘servant leadership’ was
developed – with its true meaning in the desire
to ‘serve’ ones people.
Mr. Derio Chirin questioned whether
democracy is a desired form for governance?
He turned the discussion on its head by asking
whether there was such a thing as ‘African’
democracy and why is democracy understood as the only way forward. It was here that the realization to assess the
feasibilities of alternative systems was felt. African democracy needs to develop out of an understanding of the
unique nature of each country, its traditions and value systems. Western Democracy, voiced by Mr. Chirin but felt by
all, is one way but not the only way for Africa.
As Mr. Missomal put it, Africa needs to tap into the human resources of its youth, through education and awareness,
for the future is in their hands.

The Impact and Role of Media on Foreign Policy
Taking a break from the heartfelt Varanasi,
which was at the peak of 2017 U.P elections,
Raj Chengappa visited O.P. Jindal Global
University to share with us his views on
media and foreign policy at a seminar
organized by the Center for African, Latin
American and Caribbean Studies. The talk
was attended by Professor (Dr.) C. Raj Kumar,
Founding Vice-Chancellor, Professor Karin
Costa Vazquez, Assistant Dean for Global
Engagement, JSIA, and a beautiful mix of
faculty members and students of OP Jindal
Global University.
Mr. Raj Chengappa started out by recalling
historic events, which he personally
witnessed as a young journalist travelling around the globe. From being a part of the South African general
elections to witnessing the UN Earth Summit that laid the foundation for Climate Change negotiations today.
Each of these events are unique to their lands and people, yet hold value for nations across the globe. The
coming of democracy for the first time in Africa calls out to the common history and experiences of decolonized
nations.
Raj Chengappa questioned the need to study a region. Why would India be interested with the events in South
Africa? How would a common reader engage with economic concerns of Argentina? These questions need to be
answered before one can efficiently engage in foreign policy. The role of media comes in engaging with
disparate information and making it relevant to the reader, as every country has the ability to learn one from
another. Foreign Relations, Mr. Chengappa pointed out, are much like human relations and thus it becomes the
duty of a journalist to empower the individual by making foreign events simple and relatable. Twitter
diplomacy today, as of Narendra Modi and Donald Trump, has led to an era where personal and foreign
relations are being built together.
The talk built strongly on
the need to learn from
nations
–
India’s
containorization problems
can be solved through
understanding
Brazil’s
banana exports or the role
of Israeli technology in
drip irrigation in the states
of Punjab and Haryana.
This knowledge can and
should reach the man on
ground
only
though
reliable
and
credible
sources and for that
interested minds need to
demand information. We
need to not remain hungry
as a nation, we need to
satisfy our famished why’s,
to teach ourselves of the world out there. It is only then that Nelson Mandela’s dance at Pretoria in 1994, will
hold the same relevance for us as it did for Raj Chengappa.

The West and the Rest
Breaking Down Binaries in Development Cooperation
On 28th February 2017, Dr. Emma Mawdsley, University of Cambridge, was an invited guest for the elective
course, Beyond Aid and the Future of Development Cooperation, taught by Professor Karin Costa Vazquez at
JGU.
Dr. Mawdsley’s lecture doused us in the generations of India’s development Initiatives – from the Nehruvian
era to the Modi Effect, and the evolution of South-South cooperation itself. In the brief history that
characterized India’s Development Cooperation, the understanding that India’s foreign policy is grounded in a
‘reasoned morality’ became a lens through which the new development providers can be better understood.
The lecture aimed to breakdown the everyday narrative of the emerging powers as the new providers, as it
traced events back to the 1950s to highlight the continuity in South-South cooperation. Dr. Mawdsley broke
down binary distinctions between the West–Rest narrative and new power relations that surpass the ‘gift
theory’ logic. The need to overcome the inferior aid politics of ‘gifts’ and ensure an element of reciprocity was
defined at the heart of South-South cooperation.

As countries move towards expanding the understanding of traditional aid and development, one should not
leave out the voices of the ordinary people – the on-ground impact of development. It is here the need for civil
society partnerships comes in. There has been minor involvement of service-delivery based civil society
organizations in India and other countries, and gaps still remain for the role of rights-based organizations and
more so of organizations for policy-level contributions.
In presenting growth models of India, China, Brazil, and their development initiatives, Dr. Mawdsley remarked
that the West is watching (and learning). Indeed it is. We at CALACS aim to initiate a dialogue, where the ideas
of a world ‘beyond aid’ and the future of development cooperation is pondered upon and improved.
Dr. Mawdsley’s open class was a step in this direction as we seek to chart a draft White Paper for Indian
Development Cooperation, which comes under the Future of India’s Development Cooperation program
between JSIA-CALACS, JSGP and Asia Foundation along with the course “Beyond aid and the future of
development cooperation,” offered as part of JSIA-CALACS-JSGP diploma of specialization in development
cooperation.
More information on the program at http://www.jgu.edu.in/researchcentre/Centre-For-African-Latin-

American-and-Caribbean-Studies/project.html

#Women’s Day
#BeBoldForChange #SheInspiresMe #SheLeadsIndia #WomensDay – amongst these
hashtags, all aimed at recalling the special somethings about the women around you,
International Women’s Day, 2017 also saw the use of hashtags such as #NiUnaMenos
#ForaTemer and #StopSexistViolence.
Ni Una Menos, meaning ‘Not
one Less’ or not one more
woman
lost
to
male
violence, was the crying call
of the rallies on March 8th
International Women Day
sweeping the streets of
Latin America. Women in
Mexico wore black to protest
against human trafficking
while Argentinian women
demonstrated on the streets
of Buenos Aires, to push
back
against
gendered
violence. The crying call of
Ni Una Menos, used twitter
to
unite
the
continent
against
Femicide.
From
Mexico to Chile, countries
are plagued with sex-based
hate crimes due to gang-based violence and high rate of human trafficking. Women marched
in solidarity across the continent and speaking up against the brutal killing of Lucia Perez, an
Argentinian teenage victim of rape and violence.
In Brazil, ‘Fora Temer’ or ‘Michel Temer Out’ was the call of the women’s day. Demonstrators
marched the streets of Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Brasilia and Porto Alegre calling out to the
current president, Michel Temer, who came to power after the impeachment of Brazil’s first
woman president, Dilma Rousseff. The President came under fire for his derogatory women’s
day speech, praising women’s talent in domestic chores, and abolishing the ministry of
women, racial equality and human rights.
Amongst the beautiful anecdotes that pictured in the women’s Day google doodle of the first
Turkish woman to compete in the Olympics to the first woman in space, arose another
anecdote of Ronelle King, a Barbados based activist who gave life to the hashtag #LifeInLeggings. The movement, which acknowledges that every woman has a story,
highlights that most stories are driven by the fear of walking down the street or
discrimination or sexual abuse. The movement aimed to bring these untold stories to the
fore. The analogy of leggings aimed to break the myth that women’s clothing results in
harassment, assault, rape and abuse. The movement spurred across the Caribbean and
pushed thousands of women to partake in narrating their stories of pain, violence, support
and courage and connected women worldwide through social media reach.
Across the Atlantic,
Union’s theme for
succeeding in the
chairperson of the

the continent of Africa saw similar waves of demonstrations. The African
Women’s Day 2017 was “African women, especially young women
changing world of work: 50:50 by 2063”. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma,
African Union Commission African honoured African women and their

contributions by launching the African Women’s Historic Sculpture Garden, African Women’s
Museum and unveiled the portrait of the founding mothers of the Pan-African Women’s
Organization. The day for the Union marked a day of solidarity between women and
progressive men.
The ONE campaign, an international organization aimed at ending poverty, saw its largest
events take place in Ekiti, Nigeria, where hundreds of students and activities rallied for
women’s education, highlighting that a ‘girls place is in the classroom’. In Egypt, Cairo
University’s anti-sexual harassment unit started a march in support of women who have
suffered from sexual violence while the Muslim Brotherhood spoke up against the current
ruling Junta and its alleged violations against women. The Grande Poste in Algiers, saw a
gathering of activists to pay tribute to women who died during the Algeria’s 1990’s civil war
and aimed to end the inequality that exists to date.
The African continent however saw a light at the end of the tunnel. Ghana, a country where
21% of women are married before they turn 18, opened the first African Science Academy for
gifted girls in October 2016. This year it saw a double in enrolment amongst girls, coming
from Cameroon, Ghana, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Uganda, all hoping to break free from stereotypes
as they pursue STEM subjects. These girls, aspiring to become scientists, engineers, doctors
and role models for Africa are the true embodiment of the widely circulated women’s day
hashtag – DareToBeBold.
Historically, March 8, 1917, marks the protest of Russian women textile worker’s , which was
seen as the beginning of the Russian revolution. In present times, this day presents itself as
an opportunity to take stock of how far we have come and how far we still need to go to
achieve gender equality. International Women’s Day marks a day for collective awareness, for
recognition of those issues that have been overlooked or left behind in man’s walk towards
empowerment. The day should not be marked as a one-off in a year of many days, for we are
in need of realising the true meaning behind #WeAreEqual.

